Fully Integrated
Hotel Management System

OPERA Hotel Management System
Ideal solution for hotels and hotel chains of all sizes

OPERA Hotel Management System, is a family of completely
integrated and scalable products consisting of modules that
can be easily added and developed. With this feature, OPERA
can be used in all operations ranging from a small hotel with
single location to international hotel chains with multiple
locations. With OPERA's specially scalable functions for your
hotel, you can manage your business more efficiently and
profitably than ever before. At the same time, you will have all
the functions you need with the most cost effective way.
The unique feature of the OPERA Hotel Management System is
its ability to go beyond the standards, facilitating the
management of the most complex operational processes. In
addition, the use of the latest technology ensures the strongest
technical platform* that you need when moving your business
to the next level.

* Opera Oracle Enterprise edition database

Ease of Use
In addition to its flexible and powerful structure, OPERA
provides a better customer service with its user-friendly
interface by facilitating the work of employees and the
management in all operations. In this way, you get more
satisfied customers and more business potential.

7x24 Support
Experienced support teams are available 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week, so that your operation will never be interrupted. Your
satisfaction turns into the satisfaction of your guests In this way
you gain regular and loyal customers.

Management from a single interface
Central Civil Registration
System Integration

Automatic update of exchange rates

Automatic transfer of scanned passports and identity information

More practical operations with the improved functions of OPERA
■

Actions that can be performed through a "single interface", which facilitates training of new employees,

■

Accurate and complete processing of guest profiles with identity reader integration,

■

Opera completes the missing guest information by connecting civil registry office(Central Civil
Registration System), ensures complete data transfer to police directorate and reduces the workload
of the reception,

■

Exchange rate data is transferred automatically to Opera from Central Bank of Turkish Republic,

■

Reservation confirmation can be sent to the guest via e-mail,

■

Notifications can be sent to the guests via SMS, MMS, and e-mail,

■

It can be used in English, Turkish, German and many other languages depending on user preference,

■

It can be integrated with a wide variety of 3rd party systems through hundreds of available interface
connections.

MULTI PROPERTY
Central Management System for Your Hotel Chain

OPERA Multi Property is the first and only solution that
enables the management of an unlimited number of hotels in
a truly integrated manner on the same database. This
powerful and integrated solution provides instant data
consolidation between all businesses without requiring any
interfaces or synchronization. This allows you to manage your
hotel from a single center, to access other hotel information
from any hotel, and to avoid registering guest information
separately in your different hotels.

Multi
Property
Single customer
information

Manage data flow
from single center

Why OPERA Multi Property?
■

■

■

■

■
■

■
■

With consolidated guest profile data, repetitive
data entry in different hotels is prevented.
Guest and company profiles are displayed on a
single screen in the same format in all the hotels.
Guest satisfaction is increased by fulfilling the
preferences of all guests in the same way.
Event management, sales and booking
departments can be centralized.
A call center can be constituted.
Easy and standard price management can be
done in all hotels,
Consolidated reporting is provided.
Business processes and standards in all
businesses can be managed.

REPORTING
All the reports your hotel needs and more…
With the reporting function of OPERA, all the reports that
your hotel needs are readily presented. With advanced
reports, you can see your past statistics and future forecasts.
In that way, you can increase your income and profitability
by making the right decisions for your business. You can
send the report you want at any time through automatic
e-mail to the person you want. So you can keep track of all
the details of your business.

Price
Management
In the hotel industry where competition is intense, OPERA “price
management” function plays a key role in success. Flexible
pricing strategies that can be managed easily through OPERA
provide you with the perfect tool to increase your income.
Especially when used in an integrated manner with
myfidelio.net* your prices on internet portals are directly
managed from within Opera.
Presented pricing strategies;
■
■
■
■
■

Pricing based on the length of stay
Variable pricing based on availability
Daily variable price
Special discounts for contracted companies
Automatic change of all prices through single change
with "base rate" which is a reference to all rooms and
price types

* With myfidelio.net integration, you can centrally manage your prices in hundreds of ADS and GDS distribution channels worldwide.

Marketing
OPERA hotel management system is integrated with industry
leader platforms in interactive marketing. Through integrated
e-marketing platforms, you can send e-mails and surveys all over
the world without falling into the "spam" folder. You can get
reports of your SMS and MMS details such as reading and clicking
rate etc. With multi-language support, you can send your guests,
surveys, and messages in their native language.

Through the integration;
■

■

■

■

■

You can trigger automatic transmission depending on the functions in the OPERA system. During booking entry,
check-in, and check-out, you can automatically send e-mails and/or SMS messages to the guest via the system.
Through the real-time transfer of the information from OPERA database to the platform, you can use the most
up-to-date data during bulk e-mailing and messages.
You can organize a variety of interactive marketing campaigns (SMS, MMS, E-mail, Survey) through a single
platform.
With online surveys, you can take the pulse of your customers; you can compile and analyze the returns without the
need to enter another system.
Depending on the profile details, you can send automatically triggered personalized messages. You can define
automatic campaigns based on your guests' information such as birthday, wedding anniversary, demographic
information, and much more.

Advanced Database and Security

OPERA uses the most reliable database system, the ORACLE
Enterprise Edition database. All necessary technical infrastructure
to avoid any data loss in any point of the operation is available. In
addition to preventing data loss, OPERA and ORACLE are also very
successful in ensuring data security.

OPERA is the ONLY hotel management system holding the
international PCI DSS (Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standard) certificate of compliance in Turkey.
PCI DSS standards are set by all international credit card
companies. It aims to protect users credit card information. By
fully protecting the privacy of your guests with these standards,
it will prevent possible card fraud, gain the trust of your guests,
reinforce your brand image and prevent financial losses.
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